we, new utopians...
genome editing and echoes of future life

workshop/laboratory

Goethe University
Research group Biotechnologies, Nature and Society
ARTENGINE project (MCSA H2020)
LaSST_ the Lab for Studies in Science and Technology

17th – 18th September, campus Westend, room SH 5.106
contact: slesingerova@soz.uni-frankfurt.de

Tuesday

13:00 – 14:30 welcome speech by
Thomas Lemke (Goethe University)
intro talk: laboratory, research, knowledge
Neil Stephens (Brunel University London)
Life, laboratory and qualitative research

14:30 – 15:00 coffee break

15:00 – 16:30 Rachel Hale (Cardiff University)
Hope and fear for the future of human genome editing
Fiona Coyle (The University of Edinburgh)
Genome editing and concept of agora

17:30 + dinner
Wednesday

9:00 – 10:00
intro talk: genome, genealogy, promises
Michael Morrison (University of Oxford)
CRISPR in Context: A critical historical perspective on the promise and utility of gene editing

10:00 – 10:30
coffee break

10:30 – 12:30
Josef Barla (Goethe University)
Engineering Extinction: Genome Editing, Public Health, and Exterminism
Katharina Hoppe (Goethe University)
Cyborg-politics as postmodern Utopia? - Perspectives on transformative eco-techno-politics
Eva Slesingerova (Goethe University)
We, new utopians
Recombinant DNA technology and other times and spaces

12:30 – 14:00
lunch

14:00 – 15:30
Timo Faltus (Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg)
Legal questions of genome editing in human medicine - the legal project part of the interdisciplinary ELSI project GenomELECTION
Wei ZHU (Fudan University, Luxemburg university)
Where to go for China after the Gene-Edited Baby Scandal?
Jean Enno Charton and Steven Hildemann (MerckKGaA and Freiburg University)
Ethically Guided Application of Genome Editing Principles in an Industry Setting

15:30 – 16:30
discussion, future collaboration